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Conclusion and thoughts for the TSA to consider 

 ’Innovation is not just about creating new inputs but also about creating new values’. Is this 

possible in State/municipal funded projects. EU funding provides opportunity for innovation. 

 Newly arrived Refugees/Migrants who want to start a business,  We could Invite those who 

have started a business to come and address our clients ?both for the refugee and also the 

TSA. 

 Perhaps we can scale up some of our successful approaches in Roma, to help refugee/ 

migrant integration or vice versa. 

 How can the TSA roll out community sponsorship schemes throughout Europe .? 

 Can we access Eu or migration funding for something along this line  

 Create ‘smart’ networks to deal with the issues , not single organisations on their own . 

Something the TSA needs to develop more. Ie. Trade unions, commercial companies, wider 

variety of Organisations. 

 Does USA / Canada Salvation Army have any involvement in receiving refugees, what are 

their best practices we can learn from.  

 Affordable housing for Refugee/migrants clash often clash the needs of other socially 

excluded people 

 Often Housing is available where unemployment is high and where employment is high 

housing is low . 

 The elephant in the room is what happens to the failed asylum seeker, they drop out of the 

system for fear of indefinite detention and expulsion. What can the TSA do to help serve 

these people. 

 The greatest potential (skills of individuals) is being lost, because of those being refused 

asylum. (many refusals are due to dubious/severe interpretations by member states) the 

number of refusals is greater than those being accepted. 

 Q. What next for the failed asylum seeker , the irregular migrant ? Is this something for the 

TSA to consider 

 

 

 

Adam Shub US Mission 

Some refugees do not like to be known as refugees , they grow to hate the word. It sums up for them 

the feeling of their lost confidence, not really belonging and some how being different. ( Sudanese 

refugee) once he found a job and settled his confidence began to return . 

 

Daniel j Costello Canadian Mission  



‘Diversity is a fact ,Inclusion is a choice ‘ Canadian prime minister Justin  

 

Elazabeth Collet 

How can we make Our societies more welcoming and inclusive ? 

Move beyond ‘ best practices ‘ to systemic changes . 

What we do today sets the foundations for the next decades  

Experimentation takes us beyond what governments can do . 

 

Cristian Pirvulescu EESC 

Working on Reforming the common asylum policy  

‘Civil society plays a large role in refugee social inclusion’ 

 

Yard Al Adib 

NGO From ‘Syria with Love ‘ 

Empowers Syrian housewives to integrate into Belgium society 

5 house wives feeding 1,500 monthly  

First family decided to go to Turkey as it was closer in culture and offer a better chance and swifter 

chance of settling.  

However to much competition , language barrier etc. 

Sacrifice of personal dignity and do jobs they would normally never consider . 

In end came to Belgium via Greece .  

They developed warrior mechanisms to toughen up ,survive and look after their family , if they did 

not they would not survive . The sacrifice they did for their children , not eating , doing difficult jobs 

etc. Sleeping in tents. Husband would stay awake outside the tent to protect his family. 

They were surprised by all the Belgium volunteers that helped them. Now they have their papers 

and moved to Antwerp . kids at school now. 

But still no real future plans , but they have some hope . 

‘I did not choose to be here but here I am .’ 

 

“ treating refugee as the problem , is the problem “ 

 

Education , language and contacts help with faster inclusion , more opportunities . If we out have 

none of these it will be much more difficult  

 

Set up of a food entrepreneurship  

“Most untapped potential is the women amongst the refugees “ 

Set up a stand to sell hot food in the market 200 meals 

 

Her volunteers where Mothers above 45 who have never worked in their lives and little energy to 

learn a new language . 

 

Essential to have a mediator , someone to bridge the cultures and has local knowhow . 

 

The women are empowered , earning money and doing something rewarding . 

Now some of their husband , who are still unemployed , are helping on logistics  



 

Eric Young  

Massive social change is possible . 

“Innovation is not necessarily creating new in puts but creating new values .” 

 

Systemic change - Not a matter of scaling up what happens at grass roots , 

What kind of society do we want in the next 15-20 years  

 

Exclusion messes people and society up , inclusion is healthy . 

 

“Invest in the clarification of high purpose “ lead commercial company know to be innovative for 200 

years  

 

“We need the Capacity to work on complexity “ 

Car companies will need to address the complex challenge of the end of the combustion engine 

because it will happen . 

We need complex solutions for the complexity of refugee integration  

 

Diversity can be a social capital cost  

Diversity can also be a tremendous source of creativity  

 

Social capital delivers all the material benefits necessary for a healthy community , education , 

health , democracy , philanthropy  

Increased diversity does the opposite  

 

If getting o the moon meant just up scaling an air plane . Rather it was dealing with the high thinking 

of dealing with gravity . 

 

Marriage Nadal Chiva  

Technology bringing new solutions to old problems  

 

Luisa Seiler - SINGA 

Connect newcomers and locals to develop innovative approaches for an *inclusive society . ( this 

relates to community sponsorship schemes ) 

 

Believes that some solutions can be found if you do scale up small scale ideas up to a nation wide if 

properly resourced and thought through. 

 

A period of experimentation - pilot projects , then to see if it can be taken to the next level and what 

does threat require / mean  

 

Illustration 

Apple support - takes all my anxieties away , culture of care across the world , repeated time and 

time again . 

Local lift service company is so frustrating in its lack of intention to sort out my issue. 



What does this teach the TSA , always compassion, always offering something , always interested in 

the individual , always serving/ working with love  

 

Friday  

 

Maher Ismail - co founder - DaliliNow.com a web site to give advice to refugees based in Germany 

 

‘Home can be any where , especially where you find love’ 

 

Workshops 

Welcoming refugees in small and rural communities 

 

Meghan Benton - leader of workshop 

 

Christina Pope - welcoming America  

Best practice exchange , road maps of local policies and programmes , ie education , work place , 

local gov.etc. 

 

Key points : 

Multi sectors approach , local gov. NGO , businesses  

Key to engage receiving communities , before receiving and during ie each quarter  

 

Churches , rotary clubs very welcoming , farmers , food produce , meat packing  

High rate of entrepreneurship via entrepreneurship training ( not only refugees but also locals who 

need this sort of service) 

Language course at on site work places - better for the company to have higher level 

communication. 

 

Challenges : 

Local actors are less linked to national actors . 

Less resources available  

Less refugee founded self help groups  

 

Magdalena Bohm - International Catholic Migration Commission - SHARE Network  

 

Resettlement programmes for small towns and rural areas 

Exchange between experienced resettlement countries  

Resettlement.eu 

Definition of small- 300,000 - 200,000- 50,000, ? 

(Euro cities also have their network ,also Caritas europe ) 

Austria, Belgium, Italy , France ,Netherlands 

Establishing new and diverse partnerships  

 

Challenges:  

Are there jobs, education, local transport  

http://dalilinow.com/
http://resettlement.eu/


Refugees need driving licenses 

Less opportunities for secondary movement  

Refugee settlement not to be seen as a solution for town growth , it is not a failure if the refugees 

after some period have other aspirations , so the programme is not a failure if they want something 

different . 

Affordable housing  

 

Kerstin Carlsson - Sweden - Framtidsbygder Dalsland Arjang Munkedal  

Step by Step project for Rural communities 

 

Small community , 10,000 local community 

3 refugee camps because lot of housing available 1,200 people  

Most people were willing to help  

 

Build Networks  

Partnerships with local actors , churches, local authorities ,  

Shorten the way to work  

Support individuals on needs based guide him / her step by step  

 

3 methods : 

1.Class- group of 10. With same needs about 10meetings 

2.Individual - find work training , studies , jobs , especially youths ,  

3.NGO’s - who want to help and be involved ,ie. from playing football , help from clubs , help with 

driving licenses , 

 

Challenges : 

Authorities a long way away 

How to get to social offices, job centres  

How to find work  

Prejudice of locals, not used to this sort of influx  

Not all actors cooperate or know each other  

Can’t find all resources in a small town so need others towns involved , but how to get there . 

Need for good information  

Change for some Refugees to be in such a rural community to get used to it. 

 

Special care for the elderly - including for training for some activities  

Employment in local paper factories , locals don’t want to do this work but training up refugee young 

people . 

 

*the elephant in the room is what happens to the failed asylum seeker  

 

Unlocking the potential of Innovation of lasting change  

 



Those who are rejected .This leads to serious exclusion , extreme risk of exploitation , gov. reneging 

on human rights and insufficient humanitarian aid and loss of human compassion . Dialogue is not 

taking place at any level . 

What next for the failed asylum seeker/ undocumented/ irregular migrant  

A. Nothing , (some links to some services it not advertise) general attitude is it is not our problem, 

they say they are limited by national laws , with no appetite or even reason to challenge or change 

it. Though some do recognise that at some stage they will need to do something. Often refer to 

FEAD or links to IOM . 

 

“Innovation is about learning how to do things we don’t know how to do yet” Ben Mason - digital 

innovation , better place lab, Germany  

 

EU funding  

How will the Eu use its funding beyond 2020 

It is becoming clear there is a need to increase funding due to the numbers of people coming . 

Will they continue with dedicated integration funding ? 

Do they main stream funding for integration to open up larger funds ? 

 

Louisa Taylor -Refugee 613- Canada  

‘Whole of society ‘ 

Every sector involved in regular stakeholder meetings  

“A more informed community is going to be a more welcoming and effective community “ 

 

Take always 

Smart partnerships  

Local involvement  

Essential to have refugee input and involvement , the earlier the better  

Networks  

Ensure local needs are met at same time as refugee needs are being met , ie , housing, jobs , 

training, funding  

Gaps - the growing number excluded , must look at needs presenting regardless of legal status  

More rural communities involvement  

Volunteering  

 


